NEW MEXICO
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT

Hazardous Waste Bureau

2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6303
Phone (505) 476-6000

Fax (505) 476-6030

www.env.nm.gov

INSPECTION TYPE:

Routine

Complaint

Follow-Up

Compliance Assistance

DATE:

09/02/2021

FACILITY NAME

CVS #10227

BUSINESS OWNER &
ADDRESS

CVS Pharmacy – 2907 Cerrillos Rd., Santa Fe, NM 87507

MAILING ADDRESS

SAME

PROPERTY OWNER &
ADDRESS

CVS Pharmacy Inc. - One CVS Drive, Woonsocket RI 02895

NOTIFIED AS:

N/A

VSQG (<100 kg/mo.)
SQG (100-1000 kg/mo.)
LQG (>1000 kg/mo.)
Transporter
Transfer Facility
TSD Facility - Unit Type(s):
Used Oil:

TIME:

Pre-Arranged

EPA ID #

9:30 am
NMR000019158

CURRENT STATUS:
VSQG (<100 kg/mo.)
SQG (100-1000 kg/mo.)
LQG (>1000 kg/mo.)
Transporter
Transfer Facility
TSD Facility - Unit Type(s):
Used Oil:

ENTRY CONFERENCE:
Present credentials to facility representative
Cite authority to enter site, conduct inspection, obtain samples, take photos (NMSA § 74-4-4.3)
State reasons(s) for and nature of inspection
State objectives and procedures for inspection
RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL(s):

Name

Nancy Coriz

coriznl@gmail.co
m

Title
Mgr.

INSPECTION PARTICIPANTS:
Name
Janine Kraemer
Peter J. Garcia Sr.
Tanya M. Sena

Title
Program Manager
Env. Scientist
Shift Mgr.

Email
Janine.Kraemer@state.nm.us
PeterJ.GarciaSr@state.nm.us
fs10227@cvshealth.com

Phone Number
505-670-9424
505-490-5868
505-471-4660

DATE: 09/02/2021

FACILITY: CVS 10227

5.

DATE OF LAST INSPECTION: 03/08/2016

6.

CHECKLISTS COMPLETED:

7.

History, Size and Nature of Business:

VSQG

EPA IDENTIFICATION #: NMR000019158

SQG

LQG

Used Oil

CVS Pharmacy is a retail store that sells a wide range of products including over the counter pharmaceuticals,
personal care products, food, etc. The business also sells prescription pharmaceuticals. This CVS has been at this
location since 2011. Currently, it employs approximately 9 people.
Due to the amount of nicotine containing waste that may be generated, CVS #10227 may be considered a Large
Quantity Generator (“LQG”) of hazardous waste. As of September 2, 2021, date of inspection, there was less than
2.2 lbs. of P listed (nicotine containing) waste on site; therefore, inspected as a Very Small Quantity Generator.
8.

Process Description:
Hazardous and non-hazardous waste is generated from expired and damaged goods. Each item is placed in a
plastic bag, labeled hazardous waste, then placed in a plastic bin which is also labeled hazardous waste located in
the loading dock area. At the time of inspection, the facility had four bins containing hazardous and nonhazardous waste in the loading dock area.
The pharmacy has its own plastic bin similar to the ones in the loading dock area with loose pills as well as
expired non-hazardous pharmaceuticals. The pharmacy also reverse distributes pharmaceuticals prior to
expiration. Additionally, the pharmacy had small blue bins storing empty warfarin bottles for disposal.

9.

Waste Streams:

Waste stream
Flammables

Corrosives
Toxic Solids
Warfarin
Nicotine
Fluorescent
Bulbs

Waste
code
D001

Process, location, container size

Transporter & EPA id # and
TSDF w/ EPA id
Damaged goods, varying sizes
Trans-Stericycle MNS000110924
Trans-Rocketline TXR000025072
TSDF-Chemical Reclaim SrvsTXD046844700
D002
Damaged goods, varying sizes
same
D007,
Damaged/expired goods, varying same
D010
sizes
P001
Loose pills, empty bottles
Trans-Stericycle -MNS000110924
Trans-Rocketline-TXR000025072
TSDF-Stericycle-INR000110197
P075
Damaged/expired goods, varying
Trans-StericycleMNS000110924
sizes
Trans-Rocketline-TXR000025072
TSDF-Stericycle-INR000110197
Universal
Trans-Stericycle -MNS000110924
Waste
Trans-Rocketline-TXR000025072
TSDF-Chemical Reclaim SrvsTXD046844700
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Monthly
generation
varies

varies
varies
varies
varies

DATE: 09/02/2021

10.

FACILITY: CVS 10227

EPA IDENTIFICATION #: NMR000019158

Results of Inspection:
NMED observed return/damaged goods bins in the front of the store. Items received from customers are stored in
these bins prior to transport to the plastic bins in the loading dock area. As described in several other CVS
Inspection reports, these bins should be considered satellite accumulation areas (“SAA”). At the time of the
inspection no return/damaged goods were in the bin. The bin was not labeled as hazardous waste or with hazard
indicator labels.
The Central Accumulation Area (“CAA”) is in the back near the loading dock area. The store did not keep an
inventory of the waste items in the bins, so each of the four bins were inspected. Due to the lack of nicotine
containing waste, CVS #10227 was determined to be a Very Small Quantity Generator (VSQG) of hazardous
waste. One of the bins was not labeled correctly, although the other three bins were labeled correctly as
hazardous waste with the hazardous waste indicator and had an accumulation start date. Also located in the
loading dock area was CVS’s Emergency Procedures Plan Summary.
The pharmacy had its own hazardous waste plastic bin that was labeled correctly as hazardous waste with the
hazardous waste indicator and had an accumulation start date at the time of inspection. Loose pills are collected
in small bags and placed in the bin. Above the hazardous waste bin was a small blue bin used to store waste
pharmaceuticals until placed in a bag and into the hazardous waste bin. This small blue bin should be considered
SAA and labeled as hazardous waste. Additionally, one large cardboard box (approximately 2’ x 2’ x 2’)
contained expired pharmaceuticals, was present, filled beyond the capacity of the box. Staff removes potential
expired pharmaceuticals one month prior to their expiration and ships them to a reverse distributor, for partial
credit. New Mexico has not adopted the pharmaceutical rule; therefore, expired hazardous waste
pharmaceuticals must be managed as hazardous waste.
E-Manifests were reviewed on-line in the RCRAInfo database from July 2018 to present. All manifests were in
compliance. None of the manifests indicated waste had been stored longer than 90 days. Biennial report was
received 2/25/20.
Training was not reviewed, due to the determination at time of inspection CVS 10227 was a VSQG.
The exit conference was not held at the time of inspection because of COVID-19 safe practices.

11.

Summary of Potential Violations:
No violations were observed at time of inspection; due to CVS #10227 being a VSQG of hazardous waste.

12.

Areas of Concern/Best Management Practices applicable to Large Quantity Generators:
a. Failure to label central accumulation area (“CAA”) container storing hazardous waste as hazardous waste.
Specifically, one container in the CAA, which is a violation of 20.4.1.300 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR §
262.17(a)(5)(i)(A).
b. Failure to label CAA container storing hazardous waste with hazard indicators. Specifically, one container in
the CAA, which is a violation of 20.4.1.300 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR § 262.17(a)(5)(i)(B).
c. Failure to label CAA container storing hazardous waste with an accumulation start date. Specifically, one
container in the CAA, which is a violation of 20.4.1.300 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR § 262.17(a)(5)(i)(C)
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DATE: 09/02/2021

FACILITY: CVS 10227

EPA IDENTIFICATION #: NMR000019158

d. Failure to label satellite accumulation area containers (“SAA”) as hazardous waste. Specifically, one SAA
container up front by the cash registers for damaged goods and one SAA container in the pharmacy were not
labeled, which is a violation of 20.4.1.300 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR § 262.15(a)(5)(i).
e. Failure to label SAA containers with hazard indicators. Specifically, one SAA container up front by the cash
registers for damaged goods and one SAA container in the pharmacy were not labeled, which is a violation of
20.4.1.300 NMAC, incorporating 40 CFR § 262.15(a)(5)(ii).
f.

Designated area for portable handheld fire extinguisher was blocked with two trash bins containing municipal
solid waste in the trash bins and on the walking working surface. Specifically, in the CAA.

g. Inspection tag and trigger safety pin were removed from the portable handheld fire extinguisher. Specifically,
in the CAA.
h. Failure to actively manage expired pharmaceuticals via proper disposal and or return to their respective
manufacturers for partial credit. Specifically, one large cardboard box (approximately 2’ x 2’ x 2’) contained
expired pharmaceuticals, was present, filled beyond the capacity of the box in the pharmacy.
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VERY SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR CHECKLIST

FACILITY: CVS #10227

DATE: 09/02/2021_______

EPA ID#: NMR000019158

INSPECTOR:JK & PG

CITATION

GENERAL

VSQG

HAZARDOUS WASTE DETERMINATION
262.11(a)

yes

no

n/a

262.11(d)(1)

Hazardous waste determination made at the point of generation, before
dilution, mixing, or other alteration?
Waste determination made by knowledge of process?

yes

no

n/a

262.11(d)(2)

Waste determination made by testing?

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

n/a
n/a
n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes
yes

no
no

n/a
n/a

yes

no

n/a

yes

no

n/a

262.14(a)(3)
262.14(a)(3)
262.14(a)(3)
262.14(a)(5)
262.14(a)(5)(i-vii)
262.14(a)(5)(viii)
262.232(a)(1)
262.232(a)(2)
262.232(a)(1)
262.232(a)(2)
262.232(a)(4)(i or ii)
262.232(a)(4)(i)(B)
or (ii)(B)
262.232(a)(4)(i)(C)
262.232(a)(5)
262.232(a)(6)
262.232(a)(7)
262.233

Used Oil

ACCUMULATION
Acute hazardous waste generated and accumulated on site less than 1 kg
(2.2 lbs.).
Acute hazardous waste generated and accumulated from a cleanup of a
spill is less than 100 kg (220 lbs.).
Does any acute hazardous waste accumulated on site exceed the volume
limits above?
Does the facility treat the hazardous waste on site?
Does the facility dispose of waste off site at an authorized TSD? Or….
Does the facility, owned by the LQG, dispose of waste at the LQG?
EPISODIC GENERATION
Has an unplanned episodic event (spill, fire, accident, etc.) occurred at the
facility?
If yes, did the facility notify EPA or NMED within 72 hours of the
unplanned event?
Has a planned episodic event (inventory cleanout, facility closure, etc.)
occurred at the facility?
If yes, did the facility notify EPA or NMED within 30 calendar days
prior to a planned episodic event using EPA form 8700-12?
Are containers or tanks labeled with the words “Episodic Hazardous
Waste”?
Are the containers or tanks marked or labeled with an indication of the
hazards (OSHA pictogram, DOT placard, NFPA label, or a description)?
Are the containers marked or labeled with the date the episodic event began
and visible for inspection on each container?
Are hazardous waste manifests used when it sends its episodic event
hazardous waste off site to a designated facility?
Has the hazardous waste been disposed of off-site within 60 calendar days
from the start of the episodic event?
Are episodic event records kept for 3 years from the end date of the event?
Has a petition for an additional episodic event in same calendar year been
submitted to EPA or NMED?
Does the facility manage any Universal Wastes? If yes, facility must
comply with 273 Subpart B or C.
Does the facility generate Used Oil? If yes, facility must comply with 279.
CHECK ANY NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED
Used Oil Filters

Oily Rags

Spent Antifreeze

1

Used Tires

Scrap Metal

NMED 1-7-19

Facility: CVS #10227

EPA ID#:NMR000019158

Inspection Date:09/02/2021

Exit Conference
Date of Exit Conference:9/16/2021

Time of Exit: 11:44 am

Discussion/Explanation of Potential Violation(s):☐

Explain Review Process by NMED/HWB Management:☒

NMED Anticipated Timetable for Possible Enforcement Action(s):☐

Explain Availability of On Site Technical Assistance:☐

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Advised Facility Representative, no potential violation(s) of 20 NMAC 4.1 were identified. Also, explained that Facility remains
☒
obligated to comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Advised Facility Representative of the potential violation(s) identified during the inspection. Explained that in accordance with
☐
§ 74-1-10 NMSA 1978 (Repl. Pamp. 2000), NMED may: (1) issue a Notice of Violation requesting voluntary compliance within
a specified time period; (2) issue a Compliance Order requiring compliance immediately or within a specified time assessing a
civil penalty for any past or current violations of up to $10,000 per day of noncompliance with each violation or both; or (3)
commence a civil action in district court for appropriate relief, including a temporary or permanent injunction. Any such order
issued may include a suspension or revocation of any permit issued by NMED.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Participants:
Name
Janine Kraemer
Peter J. Garcia Sr.
Nancy Coriz

Title
Program Manager
Env. Scientist
Store Manager

Email address
Janine.Kraemer@state.nm.us
PeterJ.GarciaSr@state.nm.us

coriznl@gmail.com
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Phone #
505-670-9424
505-490-5868
505-471-4660

CVS #10227
Facility Map
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